Shortipedia is a Web-based knowledge repository, that pulls together a growing number of sources in order to provide a comprehensive, diversified view on entities of interest. Contributors to Shortipedia can easily add claims to the knowledge base, provide sources for their claims, and find links to knowledge already available on the Semantic Web.
Introduction
The goal of Shortipedia is to develop a reference Web site that combines automatic aggregation of facts on the Semantic Web and manual curation by volunteer users. Since different sources can take different views and contain inconsistent information, central to the design of Shortipedia is that any assertion is in principle possibly true and must be included in the repository together with its provenance. Instead of taking assertions as true factual knowledge, we interpret them as assertions about an entity that are true within the context of their provenance record.
Key features of Shortipedia are that it 1. assigns a unique identifier to entities of interest using DBpedia [4] as the basis for identity and Wikipedia as the basis for consensus on entities of interest, 2. collects those identifiers in a consensus-built resource, 3 . aggregates facts about those entities from the Web of Data and other available data sources, 4. embraces the diversity of views on any given fact and documents their provenance, and 5. supports the curation of its contents by volunteers.
Shortipedia is built on top of a number of Web services and frameworks in order to provide a comprehensive and rewarding workflow for contributors to the project, and thus ultimately to create a reference website for all kind of facts. Whereas DBpedia already shows the high potential of providing a nucleus for the Web of Data, an editable extension of such a nucleus could join the advantages of Wikipedia and DBpedia, building on both services and enriching them.
As a knowledge repository, Shortipedia contains the following types of information:
• a core of entities, based on Wikipedia articles,
• mappings of those entities to entities in the Web of Data,
• aggregated assertions from Web of Data sources,
• provenance records of all assertions, and
• direct contributions and corrections from users.
While the first four types of information deal with aggregating and curating Semantic Web data, the last type -the direct contributions -allow users the immediate addition and correction of knowledge to Shortipedia, thus providing a Wikipedia-like incentive and growth system. This turns Shortipedia into a system for knowledge acquisition, where the provenance of the assertion is provided by the user editing log.
This results in a system that provides
• a knowledge repository containing an aggregated and curated view on Semantic Web data,
• a query and browsing interface for Linked Open Data, and
• a neutral and unbiased reference site that includes alternative points of view.
Shortipedia was publicly released as a beta in November 2010 and the experiences gathered with Shortipedia currently inform the development of a similar project based on a more scalable approach. This system description first gives an overview of the architecture and some related approaches in Section 2 and 3. In Section 4 we note some of the design decisions we have made, followed by a summary of lessons learned in Section 5. The system is available online at http://shortipedia.org.
Architecture
Shortipedia is an application of MediaWiki, a highly extensible, open source wiki software [2] . MediaWiki is widely used both on the Web, most famously on Wikipedia [1] , as well as in corporate intranets for a huge variety of tasks. In order to support these tasks, more than 1,200 extensions are being provided for download from the MediaWiki homepage.
1 Shortipedia is based on a newly developed extension that can be deployed on top of existing MediaWiki installations. The system builds upon functionality that is provided by a number of existing MediaWiki extensions. We will describe both the newly developed software and its relationship to existing components in this section.
The major extension used in Shortipedia is Semantic MediaWiki (SMW). SMW enables adding metadata to wiki pages and querying the collected metadata of the wiki [15] . Due to this functionality, the wiki can also be regarded as a light-weight, schemaless database editable through the wiki user interface. So in addition to the richly formatted, human-readable wiki pages about persons, cities, companies, music bands, etc., the system allows machine-readable metadata to be associated with these pages. The particular strength of SMW is that it closely integrates both aspects, enabling the 1 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Manual:Extensions collaborative maintenance of semantic data as part of the established editing process. Various querying and browsing features provide immediate means for re-using the data within the wiki -a crucial incentive for editors to contribute metadata in the first place. Further details can be found in [15] . Shortipedia builds on the technical infrastructure of SMW but replaces the normal text-based editing interface of MediaWiki (and thus Semantic MediaWiki) with a purely form-based interface. The template syntax of MediaWiki is heavily used to create a wiki that is primarily aimed at editing data instead of text.
Building on this baseline, we already have a system that is known to be scalable with regards to the size of the data and the size of the community it is supposed to handle, and that provides us with all the basic functionalities like user management, rights management, an infrastructure for Restful APIs, complete and rich article history features, and a comprehensive extension framework.
Moreover, SMW is part of a vibrant ecosystem of related extensions, that can be used to further extend the services provided by Shortipedia. The functionality provided by available extensions ranges from additional query services, such as the rich query capabilities of Ask the Wiki [13] or Halo 2 , to support for cross-site data exchange and synchronization, as provided by DataPress 3 or Distributed SMW [20] . Most of these extensions can be readily deployed in our scenario, but we focus on the core functionality of Shortipedia within this system description.
For Shortipedia we developed a MediaWiki extension to provide us with the missing features we need for the system. These include the following:
Loading Data from the Semantic Web.
Information that is available as Linked Open Data [3] is integrated into the system. This data is then visualized for the end user, and can be mapped to the wiki-internal vocabulary. The information can then be copied into the wiki system while retaining the link to the original source as a reference.
Simple Editing of Facts and References. Shortipedia features a custom user interface, so that no wiki syntax needs to be learned by the user. The new interface completely replaces the classical editing of the wiki's markup language, and the latter is disabled.
Multi-language support. Support for internationalization generally increases usability, but is of particular relevance for establishing an integrated knowledge base like Shortipedia.
Each entity in Shortipedia is represented by a dedicated page, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . If available, the page displays the related Wikipedia article for the entity. Wikipedia and DBpedia [4] together have created the largest resource of communitybuilt consensus on the meaning of Web identifiers. For bootstrapping, we assume the mapping that DBpedia provides for Wikipedia articles, i.e. we assume that the Wikipedia article at http: //en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X is about the entity referenced by http://dbpedia.org/resource/X.
Using the DBpedia identifier, we then query the sameAs.org service [12] . The latter is a service that, given an URI, provides further URIs that are considered co-referent. Moreover, the Semantic Web search engine Sindice provides entities given a search term, among other services [18] . We thus also query Sindice for data about the title of the entity (the Wikipedia page name). Shortipedia is designed to allow further sources of identity to be incorporated later, e.g., for special fields such as protein research (e.g. through Chem2Bio2RDF [7] ) or music (e.g., MusicBrainz [22] ).
To process the data that is retrieved from the Semantic Web, Shortipedia incorporates the RDF parser ARC2. 4 This allows us to dereference the URIs suggested by sameAs.org and Sindice, and to provide retrieved data to the user upon request. An example is shown in Fig. 1 , where the entity retrieved from New York Times (bottom right) has been expanded. We use AJAX (via the jQuery library 5 ) to execute such requests dynamically. This requires the information about the respective entities to be available as Linked Open Data. The system then displays the assertions gathered from the Web of Data, and allows the user to map external vocabulary to Shortipedia vocabulary. The respective interface is shown in Fig. 2 . Blue terms have been mapped to the internal vocabulary, while red terms still need to be mapped. Mappings are managed globally, so that every external vocabulary URI needs to be mapped only once. When the vocabulary of a fact has been mapped, the user can add it to the Shortipedia knowledge base by clicking on the plus icon in Fig. 2 . The provenance trail of the fact is preserved in this operation.
Related Approaches
Various approaches of collecting structured knowledge from volunteers have been studied in prior research. The OpenMind 6 constellation of projects has been collecting common sense knowledge 7 to create structured repositories. 8 The Cyc FACTory [17] allows contributors to add facts to the Cyc knowledge base [16] , but the contributions have to conform to the pre-defined schema. The ESP game 9 can also be considered to structure contributions, as it motivates users to provide common labels to pictures through rewards. Our own work on Learner [8, 9, 10] studied the contribution by volunteers of common knowledge, and reported on issues of quality of the content and the design of the user interaction to maximize the breadth of contributions as well as the automated reasoning they enable.
Sig.ma [24] provides an interface to the Web of Data, in which each user can create a live collection of data, pulling it together from different sources that can be republished in several different ways. Sig.ma does not provide a place for the collaborative curation and collection of data, but gives this power only to the individual user for the creation of their own view on the Web of Data.
There are several efforts in extracting structured knowledge from Wikipedia. The Intelligence in Wikipedia project [26, 27, 28, 29, 14 ] combines automated text extraction with community created content. Researchers have used structured information from Wikipedia to study relatedness [19] , expertise [21] , and document indexing [23] .
DBpedia [4] is a project to extract structured information from Wikipedia. It provides the Web of Data with a much needed nucleus of stable, Wikipedia-based URIs. DBpedia uses a multitude of automatic and semi-automatic techniques to extract information from Wikipedia articles. Whereas Shortipedia also takes Wikipedia as its starting point for entities, especially for establishing identity, it is not based on an automatic extraction from Wikipedia, but rather on the completely human effort for extracting and curating single facts. Also, DBpedia does not provide the direct editing of its content but relies on respective changes in the original source, i.e. Wikipedia, or the extraction mechanism. Recently, Ultrapedia 10 has been released to provide a wiki-based interface on top of DBpedia data, including the possibility to easily and selectively edit the source Wikipedia text and thus provide a feedback loop to the original source.
Freebase is a Web-based database that enables the creation and editing of data entries for any entity of general interest [6] . Whereas close in spirit, Shortipedia puts a strong emphasis on retaining references for every piece of information. Freebase in turn provides a more polished user interface, but the user interface (not the underlying model) is, as of writing, only available in English, whereas Shortipedia was multilingual from the beginning. The main difference between Shortipedia and Freebase is the completely schemaless environment of Shortipedia, a trait inherited from Semantic MediaWiki. Freebase on the other hand uses types and their schemas for entities. This allows for a more supportive interface by Freebase, but at the same time it constraints the usage of arbitrary properties that is possible in Shortipedia. This is expected to lead to a more active community with regards to the definition of new properties in Shortipedia, but it is also expected that Freebase will in general have more complete and consistent data. Due to the limited release of Shortipedia this hypothesis cannot be tested yet.
Not surprisingly, both Freebase and DBpedia are frequent sources suggested for mappings in Shortipedia, and thus data from both efforts are reused inside the project.
Also, using external data in Semantic MediaWiki is not a new idea [11] . Instead of allowing the tight integration for querying that many of these other solutions provide, Shortipedia rather aims at further integrating external data within the system, and then to allow to query this integrated data set. Indeed, Shortipedia is rather different from typical uses of SMW, regarding both the type of information that is managed, and the associated workflow and interface. In particular, the active discovery of new data sources, and the integration of from these sources distinguishes our approach from more static cross-site data retrieval methods proposed for SMW before.
Design Decisions
In this section we describe some key decisions with regards to the design of Shortipedia, and our rationales behind them. We acknowledge that these decisions are not imperative, but could often been taken differently, resulting in a different system. Wikipedia and DBpedia for identity. In order to circumnavigate the core problem of how to establish identity on the Semantic Web, we build up on the work already provided by these two established sources.
Consistency is not required. The system is designed deliberately so that it allows the contributors to add data that leads to inconsistencies. Instead of ensuring data quality by enforcing some form of logical consistency or formal constraints, we merely require data sources to be referenced well. We thus exploit the wiki paradigm of community-based editing, which shows that high quality content can be obtained by collaboratively improving individual contributions in an incremental fashion. Although we generally assume these principles to be effective for managing data as well, we expect that communities will develop "gardening" approaches that are specific to the type of content in Shortipedia. For example, possible errors can be detected more easily in machinereadable data using consistency rules, even if the system cannot repair potential problems automatically [25] .
Triples are immutable. We do not allow for facts to be changed. Instead, contributors can add new facts and provide better sources, or they can delete facts. We retain a history of all edits to enable easy recovery from vandalism.
Don't trust the triples. Every fact can be given a reference, and the user can decide which referenced sources to trust. We considered implementing a rating system for triples directly, e.g., users would be able to agree/disagree/like the fact that Paris is the capital of France, etc., but we dropped that idea, since it would be unclear what such an endorsement would even mean (see also the discussion on Wikipedia and democracy [5] ). Instead we focus on external references.
sameAs is different. Stating co-reference for two URIs is not regarded as merely another assertion in the system, but rather is completely materialized -meaning that, once an assertion is added to the system it does not keep track of the original URIs used to describe the assertion. Deleting the mapping to the external URI will thus not delete the assertions added while the URI was mapped. We do not expect this to become a problem since (1) facts still need to be added manually even though two URIs have been mapped, and (2) a specific external source often uses a specific URI for an entity, and since the source information is retained the URI can then be reconstructed. In order to enable this, the system also enforces that the mapping property is inverse functional, i.e. that the same external URI cannot be mapped to two different URIs in the Shortipedia namespace.
First map, then add. Facts from the Web of Data can only be added to the system after a mapping to internal entities has been established. Both the property and the value (if not a literal) have to be mapped to URIs internal to Shortipedia. This ensures that data integration is part of the editing process, preventing Shortipedia from becoming a mere data aggregator for facts discovered on the Web.
The browser does the work. In order to provide a performant and responsive interface we delegate much of the processing to the browser. We think that a compelling UI is important to engage a broader community. The downside is that complex client-side processing may exclude some browsers or devices. To address this, we plan to add a simple browse-only interface that cannot be used to edit Shortipedia.
Lessons Learnt
This section discusses a number of sometimes unexpected problems that we encountered in the development of Shortipedia.
Data is noisy or hard to understand. The recent explosive growth of the Linked Open Data cloud gave us hope to find huge amounts of interesting and useful data on the Web -and indeed, huge amounts of data we found. But it is often hard to give a meaningful interpretation to this data, and some datasets, especially automatically extracted ones, sport an unfavorable amount of noise. These challenges point to interesting future work.
What's in a name? Many RDF resources on the Web only carry few or distributed labeling annotations, raising the question of how to display those entities to the end user. Whereas entities, when dereferenced, do often have some labeling annotation for themselves, they do not carry such annotations for the other entities mentioned in the RDF document. A possible solution is to dereference all mentioned entities, giving rise to the next issue.
The Semantic Web is slow. Dereferencing big numbers of entities, e.g. loading several hundred RDF documents just to create a single page, would be unacceptably slow. We thus had to find a viable balance between the number of calls and the additional information we expected from the calls. Another approach was to execute some calls only when explicitly requested by the user instead of providing all relevant data as part of the page that is initially sent to the browser.
Semantic Web browsers cause problems. We wanted to enable users to browse the referenced data sources, but faced two problems:
(1) there are many different Semantic Web browsers, and linking to all of them clutters the interface, and (2) often the browsers did not work for extended periods of time, or with the given data source, or had some other problems. In order to circumvent this problem, we created a web service called the Linked Open Data Browser Switch, 11 a site that lets the user decide on the browser to use and remembers that decision for the next time.
Conclusions
Shortipedia aims to show that (1) it is possible to collect encyclopedic-style structured knowledge in the form of object-property-value triples that can be aggregated to answer structured queries, and (2) that volunteer contributors can be used to integrate and validate a variety of existing sources of such triples. It builds on the widely used Semantic MediaWiki framework, which supports the entry of structured facts about the topic of any given page. We expect Shortipedia to provide valuable feedback and experiences for the development of scalable and open collaboratively-built knowledge bases of the future.
